Strikingly stylish on the outside, the M90
Panacera’s interior embodies global design
influences that come together to create a
spectacular living space. This luxury motor
yacht’s innovative skylight and nearly 360
degrees of windows bathe the main deck
dining, entertaining and relaxation spaces
in light. A sweeping staircase leads to the
large flybridge with its sheltered dining
table for eight, sofa and barbecue grill. The
foredeck and aft deck provide two more
comfortable lounging and dining areas. In
fact, the impact of the massive 22'6" beam
can be felt throughout the entire yacht,
especially in the four en suite staterooms
and two-cabin crew quarters.
The M75 Panacera is the M90’s true sibling
both in its sleek exterior styling and the use
of skylights and frameless windows to fill its
interior with light. Outdoor living surrounded
by the sea is optimized on the M75’s
flybridge, foredeck and aft deck dining and
entertaining spaces as well. This modern
motor yacht won an award for its fresh,
open-concept forward dining area. Below,
the four-stateroom, three-head
accommodations are complemented by
crew quarters ‒ on a 75-footer!
The top yacht in the Hatteras GT Series
line of 40-plus-knot convertibles, the
GT70 has the space, amenities and
fishability to compete at the elite
tournament level. The huge main deck
salon and galley not only make it easy to
feed a hungry crew but also offers a
wealth of storage. The five-stateroom,
four-head lower deck will accommodate
the entire team in comfort. The new
Enclosed Bridge version of the Hatteras
GT70 (shown here), which makes its debut at the Miami Yacht Show, adds a whole new
level of air-conditioned comfort whether you are cruising to the canyons to fish or to the
islands for a family adventure.
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Outstanding seakeeping ability combined
with 40-plus-knot performance and the
most comfortable ride in its class make
the Hatteras GT59 one of the most
sought-after sportfish on the market
today. Engineered for the tournament
angler, it comes with integrated rigging
and abundant storage for tackle and
gear. Owners can even opt for a custom
tackle center instead of the third head.
The versatile GT45X hardtop pulls double
duty as an offshore express cruiser and a
performance sportfish. This boat comes
packed with fishing features, including a
mezzanine and tackle storage worthy of a
much larger yacht. The interior holds a
spacious salon/galley, forward master
stateroom and head. Customize your GT45X
in true Hatteras style with a tuna tower,
optional bunkroom and more.
The new CABO 41 is a pocket
powerhouse that combines performance
and easy maintenance with the effortless
maneuverability provided by Volvo Penta
pod drives. CABO owners look like
professional captains whether they are
docking in a slip or backing on a fish.
Mezzanine seating makes watching baits
a pleasure. Below, the large private
stateroom with twin hanging lockers
makes you feel like a VIP. Fish on!
Now in its second year at One Herald Plaza in downtown Miami, the Miami Yacht Show
will feature many improvements for 2020. There are two convenient entrances, at the
north and south ends of the show. The air-conditioned tented exhibition space on land
has been greatly expanded, and there is a upscale new restaurant at its heart. Two
cocktail barges add a festive atmosphere. But of course, the main attraction of the show
is the large Hatteras Yachts display at IWS Ramp B, Slips 90, 90A-F. See you there!
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